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About This Content

The soundtrack for Cursed Sight, a visual novel about our struggle against fate. After purchasing and downloading the
soundtrack, players will be able to listen to the tracks using Steam's music player.

Composer: Efe Tozan

Tracks list:
1. Cursed Sight
2. Menu theme
3. East Taria

4. Treasure of the East
5. Treasure of the East (piano)

6. The Bellstress
7. The Bellstress (piano)

8. Fooling around
9. East Tarian King

10. Bliss
11. Bliss (piano)
12. The unknown

13. The unknown (piano)
14. Burden

15. Burden (piano)
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16. West Taria
17. Treasure of the West

18. Stakes
19. Warrior soul

20. Miracle
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IZ GUD....BUT NOT THAT GUD

- Good Visuals
- Battles play out well
- NOT ENOUGH UNIT VARIETY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
- History buffs will love this sh!t
- The early campaign is borderline unplayable (too hard\/uninteresting)
- jarring learning curve

7\/10 gotta love those Vikings. I will give my support to this team. I want this game to reach its potential.. Well, the idea is quite
simple. You make a triangled web (which can be upgraded) that has to capture enemies. The enemies occasionally leave behind
green orbs (among upgrade and life orbs). The green orbs are used on certain points of the level border. Most of the time you
have to unlock 6 or more of the points to end the level. Does it still make any sense ? Anyway, it starts off kinda fun, but the
enemies in the later levels are too hard to capture, making it a frustrating experience. It's one of those games you play for
several minutes, then probably never touch again. If you can get it cheap, give it a shot. Otherwise you aren't missing out on
anything in my opinion.

[Rating: 73\/100]. This game is a simulator of my daily life. Fast-paced neon arcade game which is extremely addictive, has
very fluent and simple yet unique gameplay and you can choose your 2 favorite colors (in my case it is yellow and lightblue).
Soundtrack is absolute fitting and awesome. Sad part is that it is not getting the attention it deserves. Absolutely recommended..
mk10 is easy when you get used too the controls its one of my faveirout games and i have 2 faveiruots fortnite and mk10. We
love mrs foster! yah!. Dev told me to have a go again at the game, and so I did.
There was an update that made the game better.
It was better.
It still needs improvement though.
This games physics are trash still.
I can't beat level 1, not because I suck at gaming but because I simply can't figure out the physics.
Also for a level 1 kinda level it was really hard and pretty long.
After playing for a while the music goes away so you become bored.
It needs more music and better music to catch the attention that this game is going for.
If this game improves I will again change my rating to what I see fit, this game will become good in-time.
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Pickers is a polished matching game brought to you by Mumbo Jumbo, that in my opinion has a reputation for delivering quality
casual games. The graphics and music are well done although not mind blowing, and the premise is unique enough to keep
puzzle gamers and strategy gamers alike interested. Although a casual game, winning can be quite challenging and you may find
that your first time out it is hard to succeed. However, the tutorial does a good job of explaining the basics and there are enough
side activities to keep the gameplay fresh. Both the Steam Overlay and widescreen modes are supported, although there is little
in the way of graphics configuration beyong what the game will autodetect. I would recommend this title to anyone who likes
puzzles or casual games and would consider it one of the best entries in its' genre.. So cute and beutiful. I wish it was bigger and
the controls would be more precised.. Not "crazy" but certainly adorable. The game centers around you being a plant shop owner
and you breed plans to have certain traits and it's your basic genetics. It kind of took me back to those times where I had to fill
in the squares with what traits would carry on and what not. It was really fun for the few hours I put into it, extremely cute with
the nice graphics.

You carry out your day filling orders and breeding plants to make money to buy\/unlock more plants and eventually the game
ends when you unlock all of the plants and all of the traits. It was cute.

Reccomended for casual gamers or someone just looking for something to do for a few hours.. Cool kids story adventure.

Art and dialog is very good. Most of the time, the puzzles are quite logical as well.

There's a lot of little side quests of which most lead up to the solution of puzzles in the main story. So you're constantly
discovering new things and solving little parts of a complex whole. And that is what makes a great adventure game.

Really enjoyed playing this. Did feel young again :). Yes, it took me less than 30 minutes to solve this game problem and delete
it. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME.

CONS :

1 - The visual is horrible. It does look even worse than what you may expect from the screenshots. Animation are almost
inexistant.

2 - The HUD is totally dysfunctional. Nothing closes or open alone and you have to navigate to the ''exit button'' at every action
you will do. Navigation through all the menus is tricky, long and of course, more ugly than you can ever imagine. That bright
blue color is gonna give you a headache and may even make your nose bleed.

3 - I stopped playing at tutorial part 4. Its bugged, I lost the sound and tough I made what was written it never ended.

4 - I have no physical copy of the game I could burn and torture (or use as combustible during cold winter days).

PROS :

1 - The absence of any aesthetic/visual/animation is perfect for epileptic users. You will be able to play long hours without any
crisis.

2 - This game is probably playable on win 3.1. If you are from a third world country and cannot afford a modern computer I
guess a recycled/scrap-built pentium 166 with 64Mo RAM is more than enough to run this BS.

3 - Masochists should buy it right now for the sores, buboes and maybe herpies it will gives you through the touch of your
keyboard. Instant pain guarantee. You will also feel pain for any cent you invested in this game.

4 - Time travel for free. You get get right back in 1996. Its a direct competitor of Master of orion 1 but badly executed. BUY
MASTER OF ORION 1 or 2 and go to TOTALL RECALL to get rid of any memories of this game or it will haunt your
nightmares.

5 - You will not get worse in your life. Every other bad game you will buy will seems to be a masterpiece in comparison to this.
Its the the paragon of mediocrity - The long seeked ''absolute Zero'' of talent and fun.
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REALLY.. I never played a SOOOO bad 4x game in my whole 39 long life (and I played A LOT of them).. I started as an
absolute beginner with the flute. First levels seemed to be really easy. But the game is more difficult in higher levels. Now I
have played the game for 10 hours and I have finished all the basic levels. I have to practice more for the X level and DLC
songs.

There are not many good games for instrument practice and I only know about this one for soprano flute (recorder).
I only wish there would be an option for alto flute. It would be also nice to have an editor for new songs.. This is a pretty sweet
add-on for just 15 bucks. It pretty much adds a whole new game to the base bad company 2 game. There are some things some
people may not like though:1. There aren't as many guns per class as there are in bc2 (there are only 3 specific guns per class) 2.
The only guns that can use scopes are sniper rifles (which only get the default scope or a 12x) 3. Recon does not get motion
mines, instead every recon has mortar strike. 4. All of the guns seem to do A LOT more damage then the bc2 guns, and many
sniper rifles can one shot kill with body shots at pretty far ranges, even not on hardcore. 5. Only 4 maps so far (more are coming
though). Still it is a pretty sweet and fun add-on but you may want to wait for balance or more content before you pick it up.. I
really wanted to like this game, I took the chance and paid for it...its got alot going for it...but the things I dont care for are a
deal breaker...maybe they will patch..or...take the $ and run.

-no options menu at all
-cant pause
-no full screen mode
-takes 1.5 hrs to cross the street on the map
- no mouse over of items
-why the hell would zombies want to break in just to destroy\/steal your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665at night...
-wtf...coffee...lame. Despite this title's title, I found very little BDSM in the game Zen Bound 2. What I found was an
entertaining casual game that took care of an afternoon. I am still searching for leather and love, though. Call me: KL5-5555.
Ask for Leather Daddy. Couples welcome. No latex freaks.
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